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Abstract

Abstract

Vijver van de, W.C.L.; Disturbance modeling in a manufacturing process.

I

M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven
University of Technology, The Netherlands, February 1993.

The aim of identification is to find models that describe a process as good as possible. With
such a model controllers can be designed achieving better performance of the closed loop
system.

Identification and control design has been applied succesfully to a glass tube manufacturing
process minimizing the variations of the product specifications and decreasing the changeover
times (Backx [3]).

However, periodic disturbances occured in the process under control causing variations in
the proouct specifications. These variations are caused by the collapse of sand bridges in the
melting..,ressel due to the sinteDng of the sand. The intention of the report is modeling of th(~

dynami~3 of this disturbance and the minimization of the product variations.

This report describes the identification of the disturbance model. This procedure consist of
data pre··processing, identifaction of a non-linear and a linear sub-model and the estimation
of the UTlcertian cylce of the bridge collapsing.

The optimized model achieves a disturbance reduction of about 10%. More research is
required to find out whether the current controller has to be improved or the identification
of the non-linear sub-model has to be adapted.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1 Introduction

1

On the site of Philips Lighting B.V. Winschoten a glass furnace is used in a production
process for the fabrication of quartz glass tubes. During the shaping process of the tube
several kind of disturbances affect the required specifications, which cause larger product
variations.

One of the disturbances which deteriorates the shape of the tube is caused by the creation of
bridges and their collapse in the melting vessel. These bridges arise from the sintering of the
sand which melts flowing down into the vessel. Because the glass beneath the bridge streams
off, an under pressure arises. At the same time the sintered cake melts and becomes weaker
as time passes. Eventually the sintered cake breaks which causes variations in the glass flow,
hence resulting in larger variations on product specifications:

• average glass tube wall thickness

• average glass tube diameter

In principal there are two procedures to deal with this distortion. One procedure is based on
prevention and the second is based on anticipation. Each of these two will be described
briefly:

1. Prevention

In this case the aim is to look for possibilities that avoids the creation of
bridges with mechanical aids. One possibility is to install some kind of rudder
in the vessel. Another is the use of sand with a bigger grain, as this would
lead to a more continous stream of sand.

2. Anticipation

The objective of this strategy is to find a way to compensate for the
disturbances in the output signals, which arise as bridges collapse. This
objective can only be met, when identification and control techniques are
applied. In the identification phase a model is constructed which describes the
dynamic relation between disturbance and output.
This model must be capable to predict the disturbances in the output signals.
Control techniques can then be used to design a controller which will
compensate the disturbances caused by bridge collapses.
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The first option could lead to intensive redesign of the production process and, while in the
other case the original production process remains and supplementary equipment is developed
to compensate the distortions in the output signals.
In this report the second procedure dealing with anticipation is studied with respect to the
identification of a disturbance model.
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2 Description of the disturbances in a glass
tube manufacturing process

2.1 Description of the glass tube manufacturing process

The glass tube manufacturing process is known as the Vello-process. This production process
is illustrated in figure 2.1 and consists of four major parts, namely:

• A feeder

• A cylindrical furnace vessel

• A repositional hollow mandrill

• A drawing machine

landrill pressure

'ower supply"""

'ressure
lellting vessel

Wall thickness
West
Wall thickness
South
Diameter
West - East

We.t X"Odh
South East

Reservoir

Needle position (x,y)

Mandril/

Melting vessel

Melted gloss

Shaping port

Gloss tube

Diameter
Nor th - Sou th
Wal/thickness
North

Wallth ickness
East

Drawing machiner Drawing speed

Figure 2.1 Vello glass lube manufacluring scheme al Winscholen.
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Through the feeder sand is supplied as raw material of the glass tube, and pours down into
the furnace vessel. This vessel is indirectly heated by electricity and therefore the sand will
be sintered as it passes, becoming finally melted quartz glass. At the bottom of the furnace
the melted glass pours out though a hole in the melting vessel. In this hole a accurately posi
tioned mandrill is hung up. A ring-shaped hole shapes the glass tube. This initial shaping
process takes place just below the end of the mandrill, the diise, and may be assisted by two
parameters. These parameters characterize the longitudinal shape of the glass tube which are
used as inputs of the model identified by Backx [3]:

• the gas pressure at the end of the mandrill

• the drawing speed

The gas which is led1 through the hollow mandrill, is capable of controlling the diameter and
wall thickness in this way. Due to the gravity and supported by the drawing machine the
specifications can be controlled in a second way. The specifications are characterized by the
following two parameters, that will be used as outputs of the process model:

• average glass tube diameter

• average glass tube wall thickness

Using the discribed inputs and outputs an identification technique, discussed in Backx [1] and
[2], has been applied and results have been published in Backx [3]. The results achieved in
Backx [3] led to the design of a controller which minimized the changeover time and reduced
the variations on the product specifications significantly. A glass tube could be manufactured
with a tolerance of a few percents in the diameter and wall thickness of the tube. Still
disturbances affected the product specifications and caused variations in these dimensions.
The aim of this report is to minimize these effects achieving a better product quality. In the
next section the main cause of the disturbances is discussed.

2.2 Problem definition

For the process under control, the observation has been made that the remaining product
variations are mainly caused by disturbances with a repetitive character. These disturbances
in diameter and wall thickness show a strong correlation with the pressure signal measured
at the top of the melting vessel. This can be deducted from the repetition frequency of the
spikes in the melting vessel pressure signal and the frequency of disturbances observed in the

I Under pressure
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output signals. Rearranging the process scheme in 'figure 2.1 with these observations led to
the block scheme displayed in figure 2.2:

Pressure
~ Melting Vessel

Non-linear

Model

Pressure
Linear Model at dUse

r---------------------------------------------------------~-------,

+
Controller - Process

Linear

Model

+
+-

I
I

I
I Y.I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~]..--------'

Figure 2.2 Model scheme describing rhe quartz glass rube manufacruring process.

Research indicated that this phenomenon has been caused by a stagnated flow of the sand
inside the furnace vessel. The origin of this effect is produced be the formation and collapse
of one of more so-called sand bridges in the melting vessel. Therefore the glass mass tha l

pours out, isn't constant and generates variations in the diameter and wall thickness of tnt
tube.

To cope with large delay times in the process transfer functions, the filters used in the f~·
back controller, need to have low pass characteristics. This in order to prevent control
actions at frequencies exceeding the frequency corresponcing with Td' where Td is the delay
time in a transfer (illustrated in figure 2.2). Control actions at frequencies above lITd result
in an increase in the noise power at higher frequencies. The execution time in this
experiment, a closed loop experiment with the vessel pressure on manual control, is lon~cr

than the repetion period of these disturbances. Therefore it is not possible to reduce these
disturbances using a feed-back controller. In this case a feed-forward offers the possibility
to regulate the system (see figure 2.3).
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Pressure
.. Melting Vessel

Disturbance I
I Model

Feedforward
Controller ....-------j

I Delay

- +-",- 
~ Controller

y -
Process

L-.. --j !=A.ll4----------'
Figure 2.3 The entire manufacruringprocess wirh rhe implemenration ofafeed-forwardconrroller.

The shaping process of the glass tube takes place exactly at the end of the mandrill, where
the control inputs have their most significant influence. While the detection of a bridge
creation already takes place at the top of the melting vessel. This leaves enough time to
compensate for this effect.

Compensation is only possible if an accurate prediction can be made of the disturbance. To
achieve such a prediction, a model describing the effects of the disturbance is required. In
recent years two Master Science Thesis Otten [6], Bogers [7] and a trainee ship report
Luyckx [8] have been dedicated to the examination of this system. In Otten [6] simulations
showed that minimal 95 percent of the power in the disturbance could be compensated for
using a feed-forward controller, ifthe disturbance is exactly known. The achievable variance
reduction by a feed-forward controller is consequently given by the quality of the obtained
prediction.

2.3 Analysis of the melting vessel pressure signal

In order to achieve an accurate prediction, the pressure signal at the diise has to be
reconstructed. This signal depends on several physical quantities like:

• the melting vessel pressure

• the amount of glass floating along mandrill
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• the specific mass

• the viscosity of the quartz glass

• the volume occupied by air in the melting vessel above the sand bridges

.. .. .. .................................. " 0" •.••••••••••••• _ , .

· ..... ..· .· .· .

. . ... " .

When a sand bridge is being build up, the supply of melted glass is temporary terminated.
In the remaining time, until the bridge collapses, glass is flowing away. This will reduce the
amount of melted glass above the hole in the melting vessel. The diise pressure reduction can
be approximated as linear. A space is created between the bridge and the melted glass. As
soon as the bridge collapses the space will be filled and causes a momentary volume
expansion in the top of the melting vessel, which occurs in the melting vessel pressure signal
as a negative peak. Figure 2.4 shows such peaks in the melting vessel pressure signal.

6 200r180Q
1160~~"
IS.
~ 140
~
> 120

·N.....e100 '____ ---L --'- --'-- -'- ~'____ __J

o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

time (samples) xl0
4

Figure 2.4 The melting vessel pressure signal belonging to data set of tube size 1.

In Otten [6] the diise pressure signal was reconstructed using the negative values of the
positive peaks onlyl. Using this signal a feed-forward controller could compensate :f- 60%
of the noise power in the output signals.
Bogers [7] reconsidered the system and approximated the system by applying a physical
treatment. This stategy has been simplified in the diagram displayed in figure 2.5, as it
indicates the non-linear nature between the melting vessel pressure and the pressure at the
diise.

I The sensor used in the experiments available to Otten mirrored the signal with regard to the time axis.
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Wallthickness
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Non-linear Linear -

~ -- -
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Me
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Figure 2.5 Simplified model scheme quartz glass tube manufacturing process.

The remaining part of the process can be considered as linear. The strategy being applied by
Bogers tried to find a constant time dr which described the time after a bridge collapse and
the creation of a new one (figure 2.6). With this approach a reduction of + 30% in noise
power of the wall thickness and 26% in noise power of the diameter could be achieved.
Luyckx [8] tried to account for the magnitude of the negative peaks as an indication of the
size of a collapsing sand bridge, because they could not exactly last the same time. This
approach is based on estimating r - dr, the time that a created bridge holds up the continuous
flow of sand inside the vessel. This technique offers a robust method to account for the
different peak magnitudes by allowing the time dr to vary for each peak. The reduction
obtained in the noise power was for both outputs ± 30%. An explanation on time periods
and time differences is displayed in figure 2.6:

\ :
\~

6'60 .... .

i :::::::: ::: j:::::::::::i::: :::: :::: [::::::::::;:::: :::: ::::::::.:::: :[::: ::: ::: r:: ::::::: I: ::: :::::
'..,/ .. . . . . . . .
~ 30 e- ~ ~ ! j ! ! j ..
"' 20 . . . ., .I; , , , , - .
Po. :::: t: : :. .. ...

~ 10 . . . . . . ................................... : : ... ... .
'1:10 : : : ~: ; :
'E -10 ~\:' :\: \:: \:: \: :\; \: :
at ;\: :\: 'i: ,:: \: :\; \:
I) • ., '.' .~ \: : \: : \: .'~-3 -20'----.....: --L..:_---'-__----'~__"--__.--'-.__...........:_~_----'~__"--_-----J

Po. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
time (samples)

Figure 2.6 Explanarion on the terminology used for time markings.

In this report the strategy derived by Luyckx [8] has be applied, because the melting vessel
pressure signal in figure 2.4 shows a strong variation in the magnitude of the negative peaks.
In the next section the physical description of the non-linear part of the process will be
derived, see figure 2.5.
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3 Identification of non-linear sub-model

3.1 Physical description o/the non-linear process part

9

The time dT denotes the time before the diise pressure will decrease after a bridge collapse.
To develop a better disturbance model it is assumed that the time dT is not constant and that
the magnitude of a bridge collapse is exactly known. The negative peaks in the melting vessel
pressure signal provide the magnitudes of the sand bridges that has just collapsed. Figure 3.1
shows the effect of a few bridge collapses in the melting vessel pressure. With the help of
the melting vessel pressure signal the diise pressure will be reconstructed.

6.
100

[ ! ! i i : iii i ~
jl80i --T----+··-+i-j---·!·!--I--j--
o !! !! !! i
~ 160 ,... ........•.. ..:.' .
til Ii'
~ '!.,...,. i

j::~::: -: f:·~I:::::::_:i :::::=I:::::I:::::I-::j::·_:=::I::::l::::j
o 1001 iii iii j i i
5 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

time (samples)
Figure 3.1 The effects on the melting vessel pressure caused lTy a few bridge collapses.

Examining figure 3.1 more closely shows that the events caused by the bridge collapses are
very short. So to determine the exact magnitude of a bridge collapse, the sample frequency
must be rather high compared to the sample frequency used when considering the bandWIdth
of the outputs signals. However this high sample frequency will cause additional high
frequent noise, that has to be filtered out to obtain proper estimation data sets, see Chapter
6.

As mentioned before the negative peaks (under pressure) are caused by the volume expansion
of the air at the top of the melting vessel. The general gas law can be applied:

p .V = constant = R
T n

(3.1)
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Assuming a constant temperature in the top of the melting vessel and no temperature change
during a bridge collapse, the temperature T can be consider as constant.

p·V;:; constant = R T
II

(3.2)

The melting vessel pressure is kept on overpressure, shown in figure 3.1 in mmH20.
Therefore equation 3.2 has to be altered, accounting for the transformation into Pascal units,
as the general gas law only holds for absolute pressure values. This has been accomplished
by adding 10,000 mmH20.
Then equation 3.2 can account for the situation before and after a collapse as:

- (3.3)

overpressure before a bridge collapse
overpressure after a bridge collapse
volume in melting vessel before a bridge collapse
volume in melting vessel after a bridge collapse
absolute pressure, 10,000 mmH20

The volume Vb is very hard to retrieve and is therefore unknown. V. consists of the volume
before a bridge collapse, Vb' plus the volume between the melted glass and the sand bridge,
Vbridge' This volume equals the amount of glass that flows away through the diise during the
existence of a sand bridge.

(3.4)

The time that a bridge exists is denoted by Td = T - dT and the mass flow of glass by Fm,

which is retained constant during the manufacturing of glass tubes. The amount of glass
which leaves the furnace when a bridge exist and isn't filled up by sand, is given by:

(3.5)

The volume leaving the furnace can be obtained using the density of glass, p.

(3.6)
p
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It holds that the bridge volume equals the glass volume leaving the melting vessel.

11

F".'td= Vb +-
p
- (3.7)

To reconstruct the diise pressure, the time T d has to be calculated using the melting vessel
pressure. With equation 3.3 and 3.7 one can derive:

F't F't
P ~ = P (V +~)+P~
bb 4b P d p

Defining the pressure Pa as:

P = P +apa ,.

(3.8)

(3.9)

Where ~P denotes the reduction of the melting vessel pressure during a bridge collapse and
is consequently negative. Substitution of equation 3.9 into equation 3.8 gives:

-
(3.10)

.ap and Pb can be obtained from the measured melting vessel pressure signal and Pd is given
by the known atmospheric airpressure. Fm is also known as it is held constant during the
measurement of melting vessel pressure, diameter and wall thickness.
Two of the parameters, p and Vb' are hard to determine exactly. The density p has no fixed
value, because p of melted quartz glass depends on the temperature. The volume Vb can not
be calculated exactly, as the proportions of the melting vessel and the precise location of the
sand bridge are not known. Therefore the calculations determing Vb have been skipped and
form part of the identification procedure, by estimating the coefficient C which determine
the time Td•
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3.2 Modelling of the non-linear process part

In the previous section the physical description of 'Td has been derived using the melting
vessel pressure. Still the diise pressure signal can not be reconstructed using this melting
vessel signal, as there is an uncertainty in the coefficient C. This coefficient defines the slope
of the decreasing diise pressure.

In order to conduct a linear identification of the disturbance model the diise pressure is
needed. Therefore it has been constructed with the information that is currently available.
This information has been obtained from the melting vessel pressure signal. Of interest are
the exact time instants and pressure reduction (..1P) of a bridge collapse. The time instants
can be determined from the minima in the melting vessel pressure signal. The pressure
reduction can be derived using the difference between the pressure before a collapse and the
magnitude of the local minimum. When processing the melting vessel (figure 2.4) in this
way, a sequence of pulses can be formed, as displayed in figure 3.2.

6Or---------r-------.--------.-----"""T"""""----....----------.

0 50.-- -\- ! j ·1..·..······················ ·1·..·..·····..···..· ····· -

J40 _ ·····t..····..· ·..····1..·..····..············· ·..···1..·····..·..········ / ············t..·..·..· ··· -

g30 -..... . L. .. .. .. . 1.. 1.. .!. -
G,) i i j it20 r-..... . . . . .! .. '" .. ·····..··1····················..·····.. ····t·· . f... .. .
~ i j j j

]. ~0e·· !. .. .. ~ f~ril··l········ ..j- .. ..
o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

time (samples) X104

Figure 3.2 A pulse sequence obtained from the melling vessel pressure of tube size J.

The amplitude of each pulse is equal to the pressure reduction in the melting vessel. With
the help of this sequence it is possible to produce the diise pressure signal. Assuming a
constant slope as the diise pressure decays one can calculate bounds for the coefficient C.
Because the decay of the diise pressure caused by a sand bridge can not start before the
previous one has collapsed and the collapse of each collapse must be visual in the sequence
of the diise pressure. This reflection will lead to an upper and lower bound on the magnitude
of coefficient C. The linear identification will include now choosing a value between these
bounds for the coefficient C (see figure 3.3 for an example on a diise pressure sequence).
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o

13

I.. ,.- _...

u ••r.. au.. _u... •• ••

i

Figure 3.3 A diise pressure sequence constructed using the pulse sequence of tube size 1.

The disturbance model optimization with respect to this coeffienct C will be described in
Chapter 5.
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4 Identification of linear sub-model

A main application of models obtained, and of interest in the study, is the design of
controllers. The extra knowledge gained will be used to predict the events caused by
collapses and to design a feed-forward controller to compensate the disturbances. The
simulation model should simulate the output signals of the process as good as possible, given
the input signals. The aim is to minimize the difference between the true and modeled output
signals, the output error ~ figure 4.1.

n- k

~ Process ~

+
Model ~

Figure 4.1 The construction of an output error.

The identification procedure of the process under study, will consist of the next steps:

• Determination of the finite impluse responses (FIR).

• Using the FIR model to construct the minimal polynomial start sequence of
Markov parameters.

• Direct estimation of the MPSSM model with the use of input and output data.

• Constructing a state-space model of the SIMO process.

• Validation.
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Figure 4.2 shows the steps in a more perceptible overview:

IPreprocessed datal

IFIR model estim ati on I
Ir

IMPSSM model.

I

Adjustment of MPSSM model
on measured data

IModel adjustment.

IValidation II

IFinal state space model.

Figure 4.2 The estimation scheme for lhe sand bridge collapse sySlem.

The stages in the procedure will be reviewed in a more detialed description in the next
sections.

4.1 Theory behind the FIR estimation

One of the largest subsets in the description of the dynamic behaviour of industrial processes
by a stable, discrete time, time invariant, finite order, linear model is the set of FIR models.
The major advantage to use this modelling approach is the fact that no detailed information
on the order and structure of the process is required. A real disadvantage is often the large
number of parameters needed to describe the processs accurately.
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The impulse response is the time response of the process outputs after excitation of the
process inputs with an impulse function.

{
I for t=T

«(t) = o for t;loT

(4.1)

As a result of these input signals the outputs signals will be defined, in the discrete domain,
by the impulse responses:

)!k = Mle

with: Mle = the k tla Markov parameter

The impulse response is consequently defined by the sequence:

(4.2)

(4.3)

Using these Markov parameters the outputs of the process can described for every kind of
input signals, with the assumption that the initial conditions are zero, by:

Y = MO
with: Y = [y Y ...•]

Ie 1+1

M = [Mo MI··· .]

(4.4)
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The bridge collapse process is a stable process, this aim has been satisfied by the controller
that was developed by Backx [1]. For a stable process it holds that a scalar i can be found
which satisfies:

(3iENIM;>M;+k 1\ limMk .... O}
i-oo

(4.5)

This description of an infinite impulse response (IIR) is not suited for practical situations, but
at certain value m the contribution of the terms Mt:, with k > m, has reduced to values that
can be neglected. Therfore the infinite impulse response can be approximated by:

Y = MO
with: Y = [y y ... y ]

k hI hi

M = [M M ... M ]o 1 m

""k .l{hl

o =

(4.6)

The sequence defined as: { Mk I 1 < k ~ m } is called the finite impulse response (FIR)
model of the process. The tail of the impulse response is in fact neglected:
{ Mk = 0 I k ~ m+1 }. If the dynamic behaviour of the process has to be approximated
as good as possible a large value of m is required for the FIR model.

The number of parameters of the impulse response is equal to:

(m+l)·p·q
with: m + 1 : the number of Markov parameters

p : the number of inputs
q : the number of outputs

(4.7)

In this case the process is a SIMO process having 1 input and 2 outputs, so approximating
with 150 Markov parameters would yield a model with 300 parameters, which is rather
large.
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4.2 Objective in FIR modelling

19

The objective of the FIR model is to simulate the response of the true process outputs on the
process inputs in such a way that the error e(t) is as small as possible:

e(t) = y.(t) -ys(t)
with: y",(t) : the measured output data

ys( t) : the simulated output data

(4.8)

The error e(t) can be minimized using the following least squares criterion, to achieve this
objective:

m

Minimize E~TU) °e.U)
j=l

with: ~U) : the output error
m : the number of data samples

(4.9)

Least squares estimation of the FIR model parameters in an output error criterion requites
the minimization of the following cost function, the parameters denote by M are bemg
replaced in equation 4.6 by M to indicate the estimation of the Markov parameters.

v = " y - Y liz = " Y - M(} 112

Minimization of this cost function leads the following estimated model parameters:

(4.10)

(4.11)

To analyze the convergence of the estimated FIR model parameters, an assumption on the
applied input signals is made:

• The input signals are to be stationary, white, zero mean, interchannel indepen
dent noise with covariance Ru and the output noise is assumed not to be
correlated with the applied inputs.
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The true process is assumed to be given by:

Y = MO + Mtail0 toil + N
with: N = [nk nk+1 .•. nk+,J

M = [Mo MI··· MmJ
Mlatl = [Mm+1 Mm+2 •• , MM "'J

Minimization of V with respect to M implies:

min arg V = min arg IIY-MO 112
M M

=min arg HMO + MlaU0 tail + N - M°Ih
M

This description leads using equation 4.12 to:

output noise
initial Markov parameters
tail Markov parameters

(4.12)

(4.13)

With this result the estimated Markov parameters are expected to converge to:

(4.14)

Satifying the assumptions made on the applied input signals, equation 4.16 leads:

E{M} = M (4.16)

Which implies that the estimated Markov parameters are expected to converge to the true
process parameters.

4.3 Determination of an initial MPSSM model from a FIR model
~ ..

As the number of FIR parameters are directly related to the time needed reaching the steady
state in the step experiment this may lead to a massive number of parameters. Therefore
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techniques have been developed to minimize the number of parameters necessary to describe
a system, Such a model is used in this identification procedure, this model is described by
a start sequence of Markov parameters and corresponding minimal polynomial coefficients
(Ho 198fi).

As this model is primary defmed by it's minimal polynomial the question arise how this
polynomial can be defined. Therefore the discrete state space model is taken as a guide to
retrieve the minimal polynomial:

x(k +1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k)

This model leads to the following output-input transfer function:

"y(k) "" CA "x(O) + ECA i-1Bu(k-i) +Du(k)
i=l

(4.17)

(4.18)

The relationship between the transfer function and the M~'lkov parameters is quite ol)"ious
for:

for i =0
for i~O

(4.19)

A theorem of Cayley and Hamilton will give the key to the desirable reduction of the number
of parameters. First the characteristic polynomial of a square matrix A has to be defined.

The characteristic polynomial of a nxn matrix A is specified as:

(4.20)

According to the Cayley Hamiltion theorem, a matrix obeys its own characteristic equation.

(4.21)
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This theorem induces to the observation that the matrix AD+j is fully governed by:

A,,+j = - (a A"-I +a A,,-2+ ···a A +a )Aj
I 2 II-I II

= - (a An+j-I +a A"+j-2 +···a Ai+1+a Ai)
I 2 n-I II

(4.22)

Using this knowledge the (n +j)th Markov parameter can be described by the previous n
Markov parameters and the characteristic polynomial:

M(n+J'+1) = CA"+jB = -C(a AII+j-1 +a AII+i-2+"'+a Aj+1 +a Ai)B
1 2 II-I II

= -(aIM(n+j-1) +a2M(n+j-2) + ... +an_I MU+1) +anMU»
(4.23)

This implies that the impulse response of a process completely is defined by this equation and
a possible feedthough term D:

M(O) = D
«(A)
M(i) = CAi-IB

the direct feedthough term
the characteristic polynomial

for i = 1, "',n the start sequence Marlwv parameters

(4.24)

By the use of this model the number of parameters has been reduced for the original number
of(rn+l)·p·q to n·(p·q+1)+p·q, where n ~ m.

In almost every case there are polynomials (3('A) with degree r less than n, which have the
same property of (3(A) = 0, equation 4.22. Better known as the monic (highest order
coefficient equal to one) polynomial with lowest degree r, the minimal polynomial of A, a
compact form a equation 4.22.

peA)
r

= :E b.A r-j = 0
I

j:O

(4.25)

The minimal polynomial of a nxn matrix A is defined by the characteristic polynomial of the
eigenvalues of the matrix, where only distinct eigenvalues are present:

Xmp(A) = (A -61)-(A -62 ) ..··-(A -6 r )

= Ar +a Ar
- I + ... +a A +aI r-I r

with: r: the number of distinct eigenvalues

(4.26)
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As only the distinct eigenvalues are used in the polynomial, this minimal polynomial is
unique.

So the MPSSM model, which describes the impulse response, is now completely
characterized by:

Mj
1 !(.j!(.r

T

F = -EQtF.. j>rj J-I
i=l

D j=O

(4.27)

with: Rj

M·J
D

- minimal polynomial coefficients
- start sequence of Markov parameters, 1 <j ::; r
- direct feed thront,:h term

The number of parameters neederl ~o define this MPSSM model becomes now:
r·(p·qt-l).

Using this MPSSM model the system output is describe as:

(4.28)

The main advantage to employ the MPSSM is it's lack to require a-priori information on the
system structure. The only necessity is the determination of a degree r for the minimal
polynomial to obtain a compact model describing the dynamics of a MIMO process. In this
fashion the troublesome structural identification for industrial practice can be skipped.

4.4 The order of the minimal polynomial

First the degree of the minimal polynomial has to be determined enabling the use of a
MPSSM model. In the ideal situation the order follows directly from the number of
independent Markov parameters. However industrial processes, as the one studied have the
tendency to lie outside the model set, because the process never will fulfil all the assumptions
(linear, time invariant, independent noise as disturbances, etc.). In general these industrial
process represent themself as having infinite order. No relation can be found between the
degree of the minimal polynomial and the process. The choice of the degree r has to be
based on the required accuracy of the simulated behaviour of the model.
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The method used here is based on the singular value decomposition of a finite block Hankel
matrix H, as a given set of Markov parameters is available from the FIR model.

The Hankel matrix is defined as:

M1 M2 M 3 M4 Ms

M2 M 3 M4 M s

M 3 M4 Ms

H = M
4

Ms

M s

(4.29)

with:

The minimal polynomial of the impulse response model has a finite order r in the ideal
situation, as no noise would deteriorate the singularity of the Hankel matrix. The r+i block
columns and rows with O<i <j will be linear dependent of the preceding r block columns
and rows respectively. If the Hankel matrix becomes singular for the k+ 1 block row or
column the degree of the minimal polynomial is determined by k.
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Define the jth column of the matrix ~ as ~(i), then for all j = 1. ..p (p number of inputs),
H can be constructed in vector form H(i,j):

vec(MI ) vec(M2 ) vec(Mj )

vec(M2 ) vec(M3 ) vec(~+I)

H(i,j) (4.30)

vec(Mi ) vec(Mi+I ) vec(Mj +i+I )

vec(M) = vec(MI(i) M 2(i) '" M/i»

MI(i)

M2(i)

(4.31)
=

The smallest singular value of a matrix is a direct measurement of the distance from its
singularity, according to linear matrix theory. The smallest singular value is therefore an
indirect measure of the gain in performance, if the degree of the minimal polynomial model
would be increased by one. The degree is obtained when the relation between a singular
value and its preceding one becomes 1, Le. U/Ui_1 = 1. They show almost no decrease after
the singular value that determines the degree of the minimal polynomial.
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The singular value decomposition of the Hankel matrix H is defmed by:

H = U~VT

with:
U : an orthogonal matrix
Y : an orthogonal matrix
~ : a diagonal matrix containing singular values

°1 0

0 °2
(4.32). °3 .

~ =

o
o

with (J ~ (J ~ ... ~ 0 fi:nr j = 1 ... Ni 1+1 v., ,
N number of Markov parameters

These singular values and the ratios of subsequent singular values (1/(1i-l can be plotted to
determine the optimal degree of the minimal polynomial.

4.5 Estimation of the initial MPSSM model.

As the order of the process is known, the aim is to approximate the FIR model with a f'h
order minimal polynomial and the first r+ 1 Markov parameters, Le. D and, M}) .. ,Mr' The
realized MPSSM model will be completely based on the estimated FIR model.

In recent years several algorithms have been employed to determine the initial MPSSM
model parameters. Three of these algorithms are utilized in the identification procedure:

• The Hankel estimation algorithm

• The Gerth estimation algorithm

• The FIR-FIT estimation algorithm

Only two of them are employed. The Gerth algorithm led in all cases of the estimation
procedure for bridge collapse system to numerical problems. These problems convey themself
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in bad Gerth-fitted impulse response which indicates the reliability of the initial MPSSM
model parameters. The MPSSM model obtained with the Gerth method is not the model from
the MPSSM model set closest to the original FIR model in least squares sense, according to
the theory on this subject. The MPSSM model would be close to the true least squares
approximation of the FIR model, if the degree selected corresponds with the degree from the
order tes~ and if the noise on the estimated FIR amplitudes is small compared to the
amplit\i~~;) of the MPSSM parameters. The noise on the estimate FIR parameters in this case
is rathel substantial, so one of these conditions can't be fulfIlled, leading to the bad Gerth
fitted impulse responses.

4.6 Fine tuning of the MPSSM model

The disadvantage of the initial MPSSM model is that it is entirely based on the estimated FIR
model. The available process data sequences are not used during the estimation.
Therefore the MPSSM model has to be fitted on the process data sequences, the fine tuning.
The method used has the objective to minimize an output error criterion by adjustment of the
MPSSM parameters. The output error criterion is defined as minimizing the 8um of all
squared output errors.

V(a,M) = trace{EE T
}

= trace{(Y - F(ci,M) am)(yT- aT",F(d,M)T)} (4.33)

= trace{yyT - YOT",F(ci,M)T-F(a,M) amyT+F(d,M) Om OT",F(a,M)T}

The cost function V is quadratic in the start sequence of Markov parameters. The partial
derivative of V(a,M) will be a linear function of M with respect to the start sequence of
Markov parameters. However the cost function is a polynomial expression of degree (m-rf
for the minimal polynomial coefficients, so the derivative to these coefficients will also be
of high degree. No analytic solution for this problem is known which implies the numerial
minization to find the parameters satisfying the output error criterion V.

The highly nonlinear criterion function has many local mimima, starting with a good initial
model will increase the chance to reach the global minimum, or a local minimum near the
global one. An ensurance to reach the global minimum can not be provided.
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4.7 Adjustment of the final state space representation

The output sequences can be written, using a state space representation, at sample k as:

• •
y = EF;Caj'Mj'Mo UEl,2,o.o,r)·!f _" = ECAHB!f +D!f

k ;=0 1: J ;=0 k j k

(4.34)

According to system theory, Kailath [4], a minimal state space model with q<pt, obeys the
canonical observability form. This form is therefore used in the identification procedure.

The matrices Aoo , Boo, Cob and Doo, for a SIMO with q=2, p=l and a minimal polynomial
of degree r are given by:

A "[All ~]ob 0

with:
0 1 o .
0 0 1 0

o
-a, -a,_l

1 p: number of inputs

Ml,1

M1,2

0

0

t~,] M1,r

Bob = B =
M21 (4.35)obz ,

M2,2

o 1

for i=1,2

q: number of outputs
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COb = [1 0o . o
o
1 0

. 0]
• °2r

In this case study q> p and to obtain an unique, minimal state space representation from the
MPSSM model, a canonical controllability form is recommended in Kailath [4]. Another
property of the SIMa model is the lack to perform model reduction on the state space model,
as transforming the observability form in the controllibilty form will be sufficient. The
controllibilty form has a multiplicity in the number of outputs, while the observability form
has a multiplicity in the number of inputs. The use of the controllablity form in this case will
lead to the a multiplicity of 2 in the system matrix A, as A.oo 11 = Aob 22' In this reduction
stage a small part of the quality of the high order model will be lost.

The transforming can be acquired using the following process:

o 0 -ar

1 0 . -ar-l 1
0 1 0

0

Aeo =A T
= B eo = C Ob1

=obll

(4.38)

0 . 0
Or

-a2

o 0 1 -al

T

= [~I" Ml ,2 All,]Bob
1 A

Ceo == Dob == MoT M2,2 M2•3 M2,rBob. M212 .

This process was conducted manually before validating the state space model with the
validation data sequences.
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4.8 Validation of the final model-- .

Disturbance modeling in a manufacturing process

Estimation of the process model is done to predict or describe the behaviour of the true
process. In order to judge the quality of the obtained model, the simulation capabilities of
the model are validated. Independent data sequences of the process have to be used, if
possible, to check the performance of the state space model. In fact the outputs of the process
are compared with those of the model: e(t) = yp(t) - Ym(t)t, see figure 4.1.

To visualize the properties of an obtained model the identification procedure delivers the
following plots:

• Plots of every seperate measured and predicted output versus time.

• Plots of the precited and real error versus time concerning each output.

Finally the standard deviations of the error signals will indicate the power reduction that can
be achieved with the model, if the data sequences are scaled to a standard deviation of 1.

t The output error.
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5 Estimation of the uncertain cycle of bridge
colllapsing

In Chapter 3 the non-linear identification procedure was treated and an unknown coefficient
within the non-linear scheme has been introduced that determines the time Td. This coefficient
C could not be estimated as a part of the linear model, because it has a non-linear influence
on the model estimation. Hence enabling a identification of the disturbance model the
coefficient C has to be fixed to a constant value preceding to the linear identification
procedure.

As mentioned before this coefficient has an upper and a lower boundary, marking an area
which contains the true coefficient. The objective in this research on the disturbance model
is to minimize the product variations of the glass tube. The coefficient C has to be estimated
so that the error between the true output signals and the simulated output signals is
minimized:

• ~(i) = Ytr(i) - ~(i)

i : sample moment

With the use of this definition one can calculate the next error function which has t.} be
minimized:

This error function is quadratic and all 2nd order functions can be exactly described hy three
known points· on such functions (see figure 5.1 for a 2nd order function). As the error
function can then be approximated it's quite easy to find a value of the coefficier:t C t~at

minimizes the function. This value for the coefficient C will result in the final dist.m1"Jlce
model, reassuring the estimation of the best possible model.

The three points required to approximate the error function can now be determined. With t;le
aid of the upper and lower boundaries of the coefficient C. This will lead to three dii~e

pressure sequences, with a minimum, a maximum value for coefficient C and one in
between. These diise pressure sequences will be used in the linear identification procedure,
each producing a separate error function value, (CllV1), (c;,V2) and (C3 'V3) respectively.
This will result in the minimum of the error function and therefore in the optimum coefficient
C.
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Figure 5.1 A r order function determined by three points (Ct , VJ and its minimum.

Finally the full identification procedure can be observed by carrying out the following five
stages:

• Data pre-processing

• Reconstructing the diise pressure sequences using three coefficients C

• Estimation of three initial disturbance models

• Applying the minimum error criterion to acquire the final value for coefficient
C

• Estimation of the final disturbance model using the optimum coefficient C

When applying this strategy a good model of the linear part can only be obtained if the input
sequence is white over the bandwidth of the process. Plots on the power density spectrum
of the diise pressure signals (as figure 5.2) show that the sequences aren't quite white.
Therefore the estimations have to be done with input sequences that can only describe a piece
of the dynamics.
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Figure 5.2 The power density spectrumjrom the dase pressure signal.
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6 Data analysis

6.1 Experiment and signal description

35

The identification procedure, described in this report, has been applied on the quartz glass
tube shaping process sited at Philips b.v. Winschoten. This identification procedure uses two
data sets to estimate parameters for two models. These data sets cover two freerun
experiments, which have been carried out under special conditions to enable identification
of a disturbance model. These conditions are the automatic control on diameter and wall
thickness and the manual control on cross flow and vessel pressure. The data has been
collected for two different tube sizes.

• A freerun vessel pressure experiment, for tube size I

• A freerun vessel pressure experiment, for tube size 2

The data analysis will be preformed on the recordings of six output data sequences, the
situtions of these recordings are illustrated in figure 2.1. The main objective of the
identification procedure is to minimize the variations with respect to the mean tube specifica
tions. The six output data sequences are:

• data signal diameter NZ (north-south)

• data signal diameter OW (east-west)

• data signal wall thickness N north

• data signal wall thickness Z south

• data signal wall thickness 0 east

• data signal wall thickness W west

The input of the disturbance model has to be changed, before it can be used in the
identification procedure. The operation which prepares the input sequence is based on a
heuristic method, which has been described in Chapter 3 and is assumed to be exactely
known.
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input data seqence describing disturbance dynamics:

• data signal melting vessel pressure

6.2 Data analysis of the freerun data sets

In general data analysis applied to the data sequences covers the following aspects which will
be described briefly. These aspects are referred to as signal preprocessing and are required
ot obtain a final estimation data set.

• Removal of data samples recorded before and after experiment

• Peakshaving of the data sequences

• Removal of offsets in the data sequences

• Correction on trend signals in the data sequences

• Estimation of the delay times between the input and output signals

• Low-pass filtering to reduce high frequent noise

• Sample rate reduction

• Determination of the standard deviations and scaling the input and out
put sequences

6.2.1 Removal ofdata samples recorded before and after experiment

In some experiments it's obvious that some of the samples at the begin and end part of the
data sequences don't contain any relevant information concerning the dynamics of the
process. The data sequences may have been recorded before the input signals were excited
and beyond the end of the experiment. These samples can to be removed from the data
sequences without the loss of information.

6.2.2 Peakshaving of the data sequences

Practical data sequences are corrupted by spikes (outliers caused by e.g. power failure,
saturation effects of measuring equipment, cross-talk between cables etc.). These spikes have
to be removed as they may contain a large amount of energy which can influence the
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estimation results significantly.
The procedure removes the spikes with a process known as peakshaving. This proces3 clips
the signal amplitudes with magnitudes! which have not an obvious relation with preceding
and following samples in the data sequences. Linear interpolation is used to replace the
samples between the start and the end of a spike.

6.2.3 Removal of offsets in the data sequences

Offsets in the data signals are induced, due to the desire to linearize the process dynamics
around a working-point, as all practical processes are in fact non-linear. The dynamic\ of the
process can change according to the working-point considered. Therefore each workirig-point
implies a new identification procedure to account for hidden costates which are excited in a
specific working-point.

The procedure used to eliminate these offsets is to calculate the mean over a sequt:nce and
to subtr~ct this mean value for all data samples in the sequence.

Before proceeding with data preprocessing, the following data sequences will be conslrorted
first:

• mean diameter

• mean wall thickness

This accomplished using the following operations:

• Calculate the cross correlation functions between the separate data sequences

• Estimate the time delays between the separate data sequences

• Correct these time delays and take the mean of each data sequence (diameters
and wall thickness)

The constructed average diameter and wall thickness signals, shown in figure 6.1 and 6.2,
will be used as outputs of the disturbance model (figure 2.5).

! These phenomenons are often only one sample time long and rises far above normal
amplitudes of the sequence.
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6.2.4 Trend correction of the data sequences

Industrial data often contain trend signals caused by slowly varying signals superposed on the
data sequences. These slowly varying signals are often referred to as slow drifts or
variations. As they don't average out, because of their low frequent components, the input
signals may have sample mean cross covariance with considerable bias due to finite data
intervals.
This bias will negatively influence the estimation results and trend correction is required to
achieved reliable results. The approach is to filter the data sequences using a symmetric.
non-causal. low-pass nIter, as such a fl.1ter has no phase shift, and subtracting the data
sequence with the resulting trend signal. Symmetric, non-causal, low-pass filtering is
accomplished using a low-pass filter with a flat spectrum and supplying the data as well in
a forward and backward order.

Trend signals can often directly observed by visualization of the data sequences, still to
correct all trend signals one has to find the fastest trend signal which is in this case was
difficult (figure 6.1 and 6.2). So to achieve a better notion in which part of the frequency
domain the trend signals are present the power density spectra of the input signals are
reckoned, as displayed in figure 6.3 and 6.4.

For frequencies below 3' 10-3 Hz the signals recover a substantial power which indicate the
existence of trend signals in the lrequency domain below this frequency.
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Figure 6.4 The power density speClTUTn of the wall thickness.

A extensive treatment on the subject of trend correction can be found in Vijver [4] and
Spiertz [9].

6.2.5 Estimation of the delay times between the input and outputs

Transfers between various input and output signals contain delay times. These delay times
can be determined by computation of the process cross correlation functions. The process
cross correlation functions are computed between input, the diise pressure data sequence
constructed with maximum C, and the corresponding process outputs.
The delay times are estimated because they will appear in the estimation results as additional
FIR parameters. Correction on delay times will minimize the number of parameter, and
extensive calculations cause by larger number of FIR parameters will be avoided, saving
therefore time in the identification method. The estimated time delays can be compensated
by shifting input and outputs signals. One of the signals is used as a reference and the
remaining signals are shifted in time to realize the delay time compensation. The delay times
which remain after compensation will be estimated as a part of the model.

The time delay between two data sequences can be recognized in the cross correlation
function when its behaviour strongly change. This change normally translates itself in a
substantial deviation from the value 0 of the cross correlation function. Wether the function
will show a positive or negative deviation depends on the relationship between the distinct
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data sequences. These relationships for the case studied can be regarded by the following
observation. As the creation of a sand bridge starts the glass flow decreases leaving a less
amount of glass to shape the glass tube. While the drawing speed and mandrill pressure are
held constant this will result in a decreasing diameter and wall thickness of the glass tube that
is being produced during the existence of the bridge. Therefore the correlation between the
input and output signals must show a negative deviation.

In figure 6.5 and 6.6 the cross correlation functions between the input and output sequences
are displayed. As a result the following time delays were initial estimated, keeping in mind
that the change in the cross correlation functions will be substantial.
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in samples.
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Figure 6.5 The cross correlation function between mean diameter and dase pressure for maximum C.
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Figure 6.6 The cross correlation function between the mean wall thickness and the duse pressure for maxirrunn C.

In principal it would be of great interest to compare the cross correlation functions in each
individual study (Otten [6], Bogers [7] and Luyckx [8]) to clarify the possible changes in
process behaviour. Unfortunately this is hard to achieve, because in some studies not all
information required on product and operation specifications are available. A second obstacle
is the representation of the cross correlation functions, some studies show normalized and
others non-normalized functions.

In figure 6.5 and 6.6 5% confidence intervals1 have been defined, indicating the probability
that a correlation begins. When the controller is operating properly as predicted by the
identification model the correlation function will stay between these bounds. Therefore the
quality of the controller can be indirectly obtained from the behaviour of the correlation
function between the bounds, before the relationship begins between the two data sequences.
In appendix C the different cross correlations from the studies are displayed, to get a first
indication in the behaviour and the amplitudes of the functions.

6.2.6 Standard deviations and scaling of the input and outputs sequences

The need for these standard deviations is given by the fact that not all inputs and outputs
measured data sequences have the same order of magnitude. The sequences are related to

1 The intervals defining the 5 % confidence area are being described by the dashed lines.
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physical quantities which in general have different dimensions. This consideration lead to the
conclusion that the numerical values obtained, will differ significantly for each measured
quantity. The data sequences containing the largest numerical values will have a greater
contribution, if these sequences are directly used in the estimation procedure.
To realize that the transfers from inputs to outputs will be of the same magnitude, all signals
will be scaled to standard deviations 1.

6.2.7 Low-pass filtering to reduce high frequent noise

The filters are required to minimize the influence of the high frequency components of the
measurement noise. The design of the filter is based on the bandwidth of the various transfers
from the input, diise pressure, to the outputs, average diameter and wall thickness.

The design of the filters is mainly determined by the next constraints:

• In the pass-band the filters should not have noticeable influence on the signal
characteristics. Therefore they must have a flat frequency response.

• The cut-off frequency has be to determined in such a manner taht no relevant
process information is lost and no high frequent noise, caused by the high
sample frequency, is introduced.

These constraints are met using a 81b order low pass Butterworth filter. The cut-off frequency
is determined in a iterative way. The data sequences have been filtered with several cut-off
frequencies and used to estimate FIR models. The cut-off frequency belonging to the FIR
model which resemblanced the cross correlation function most closely has been applied, t~

= 0.05 Hz. The results obtained in the filtering operations are displayed in figure 6.7 and
6.8 for the output sequence:
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Figure 6.7 The power density spectrum of the mean diameter after trend and filter operations.
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Figure 6.8 The power density spectrum of the mean wall thickness after trend andfilter operations.

6.2.8 Sample rate reduction

The data sequences during such an experiment are sampled 5 to 10 times higher than the
bandwidth of the process studied. The redundancy gained in the measured data signals is
used to remove trends, spikes, estimation and compensation of time delays. Measuring these
data sequences at such high sampling frequency will result in data signals with less power
at frequencies outside the base band excited by the input sequence. Data signals used without
sample rate reduction in the estimation procedure will cause problems at high frequencies.
Input data signals will contain little power at these high frequencies, while output signals may
still contain relatively considerable power components, e.g. due to quantization effects and
noise. Reduction of the sampling frequency, in correspondence with the power contents of
the input sequence, is required to obtain suitable data sequences for parameter estimation.

6.3 The final preprocessed data sequences

In figure 6.9 to 6.16 the data sequences used to estimate the model parameters, for tube size
1 and 2 are displayed. The input sequences are also processed with the trend filter
(symmetric, non-causal, low-pass filter with fel = 3 . 10 -3 Hz), to make sure that the input
signal contains no low frequencies which have been eliminated from the output signals by
detrending.
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Data sequence tube size 1:
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Figure 6.9 The final processed mean diameTer sequence.
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Figure 6.11 The dQse pressure signal for minimum C.
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Figure 6.12 The dOse pressure sequence for mid C.
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In figure 6.11 sample values are being lost as the data sequences have reduced displaying
only 3000 samples. This accomplished by the operation of taking each 10th sample starting
with the first sample. Therefore information is lost as sample values of a sand bridge collapse
with the minimum coefficient C can be skipped.
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Scaled (~2ta sequences tube size 2:
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Figure 6.14 The scaled mean wall thickness sequence.
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Figure 6.16 The scaled duse pressure sequence for maximum C.
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As last operation the obtained data sequences are divided in two data sequences, namely
estimation data sequences and validation data sequences.
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.'

In recent years the process of bridge collapse has been studied using the identificat1C't".
procedure considered in Chapter 3, 4 and 5, this approach is investigated first. Because 'the
obtained reports can be used as a guide in the identification procedure. This seems as
performing work that already has been done, but the process has been altered and is still
functioning with the controller, developed several years ago. In the recent study this car.
result in worse models. Because the main part of the disturbances can now not be accoun~

for by collapses, the present controller no longer matches the performance obtained before.
Therefore the results in the previous studies are compared to those obtained in this study, h
becomes clear that the changes performed on the process have lead to worse results with the
concerned controller.

7.1 FIR parameters estimation

It seems that the results achieved using the FIR estimator are very sensitive for a bad signal
noise ratio, and tend to decade, In this case the sensitivity can be adjusted using thrf;t;
unknown parameters:

• the oversampling ratio

• the number of Markov parameters to be estimated

• the coefficient C to minimize the output error in the estimated model

7.1.1 The oversampling ratio

In the Chapter 6 the use to sample rate reduction is discussed and it turns out to be dependent
of the band width of the process under study.
The sand bridge collapse process however is in fact a sub-process, think the disturbance call
resemble a real process, of a industrial process that fabricates a glass tube with specification~

on the wall thickness and the diameter of the tube. Now all the available data sets had been
designed to meet with the bandwidth of the process producing the glass tubes (1Jz Hz,
oversampling ratio is I), but the data set which records the collapse shows its a very short
event. It appeared that using the original sampling frequency one can not register the event
properly, so to catch the event the sampling frequency has been increased to 10 Hz.
In previous research reports an oversampling ratio of 10 has been used, Luyckx [8].
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For this oversampling ratio, the impulse response of a high order model is depicted in figure
7.1. This figure shows a impulse response that has a oscillation added to it. This
phenomenon is better known as the intersampling effect and arises when the data sequences
have been sampled at a sample frequency which is too high.

The only remedy to get rid of this oscillation is to use a lower sample frequency.
Requirements imposed by the process indicates that the sample frequency of the full process
should be a multiple of a second. In this case the original oversampling ratio can be increased
by 2 which leaves a sample frequency of liz Hz.
It's now obvious that the sample frequency is entirely ruled by the design of the present
controller (see Backx [3]). :dO~
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Figure 7.1 A DIRECT ImpUlse Response showing the effect caused by an oversamp/ing ratio that is to low. called intersampling.

This effect has been observed using the data set belonging to tube size 2 and is the only
result on this data set presented in this report. The identification of models with this data set
led to instable models and examining the plots of the diise pressure signal show a fewer
number of collapse with regard to other data sets. This is probably the reason why no models
could be estimated with the data set of tube size 2, the diise pressure signal is not a
representive sequence of the true disturbance process of the sand bridge collapses.

7.1.2 The number o/Markov parameters

As stated before the length of the FIR estimation is directly related to the steady-state with
a step function as input. But in this case there is no way to impose any kind of signal at the
input of the process. Therefore some investigation has been conducted to find the relationship
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between the number of Markov parameter and the quality of the final estimated model.
The number of Markov parameters should be large enough to describe the impulse response
of the system. For the disturbance model, however, the length of the impulse response could
not be determined accurately.

Therefore four different estimations have been conducted using 50, 100, 150 and 200 Markov
parameters (see figures 7.2 and 7.3).
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Figure 7.2 The FIR estimation of wall thickness for different numbers of Markov parameters.
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Figure 7.3 The FIR estimation ofouter diameter for different numbers of Markov parameters.

As mentioned in Chapter 4 the FIR estimations must closely resemblance the cross
correlation functions obtained at the starting point indicated by the time lag of these
functions.
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7.1.3 The unknown coefficient C

Disturbance modeling in a manufacturing process

In Chapter 3 the relation between the existence of a sand bridge and the decay of pressure
in smelting vessel was developed and showed some data which were very difficult to acquire.
One of the unknown quantities is the density of quartz glass, p [kg/m3

] , as this value is
dependent of an uniform temperature distribution and the quality of the raw material, sand.

The coefficient C ties up the time between the collapse of a previous sand bridge and the
origin of the next. This time must satisfy two boundary conditions:

• The origin of the bridge must start after the preceding sand bridge collapse.
Therefore the coefficient C has a maximum value.

• All spikes derived from the pressure in the melting vessel must lead to a
visible pulse in the pressure at the diise. Therefore the coefficient C has a
minimum value.

The time defined by coefficient C determines the signal contents, which is direclty related
to the cross correlation. If a signal contains enough information, the cross correlation will
give a good estimation of the time delays in a process. To find the optimal value for the
coefficient C, three values are determined which will be used in the linear identification
approach. These three different values will show some variation in the estimated time delays,
figure 7.4 to 7.9 display the different cross correlation functions.
The initial estimates of the time delays are obtained using the diise pressure signal for the
maximum coefficient C. The assumption was made (in Chapter 6) that the relation between
the disturbance and the output signals started when a substantial deviation appeared in the
cross correlation functions, outside the 5% confidence bounds1

• This assumption led to time
delays estimated at 320 and 325 seconds for output signals diameter and wall thickness
respectively (see figure 6.5 and 6.6). However the FIR estimates which applied these time
delays did not look like the calculated cross correlation functions2

•

When the cross correlation are examined closley, the observation is being made that
decreasing the coefficient C will leas to a cross correlation function, especial for the diameter
(figure 7.6), which in the beginning lies between the 5% confidence bounds. Therefore the
time delays have been adapted, shifting the start of relationship between the two signals to
the first deviation outside the confidence interval.
With the time delays FIR estimates, as in figure 7.11 and 7.14 showed, resemblance the

I The region between the dashed lines in figure 7.4 to 7.9.

2 The estimation sets showed in the preceding section 6.3 were produced with the right time lags.
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cross correlation functions more closely.

As a result all time delays have been adjusted to the following values:
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Table 7.1 The adjusted time lags.
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Figure 7.9 The cross correlarionfuncrion between outer diameter and dQse pressure for minimum value C.

7.2 Final models estimated with identification procedure

Using the knowledge obtained from preceding sections about 70 models have been estimated,
using different number of Markov parameters, coefficient values C and order of the estimated
model. In section 7.1.1 the conclusion has been made that the sample frequency was to high
and had to be decreased, however no disturbance models could be estimated.
When the data sequences of the melting vessel pressure signal are compared, the change in
behavioU1 of the two sequences becomes apparent. To be certain that the conclusion
(mention~ above) was correct, the identification ofthe disturbance model oftube size j have
been conducted using an oversampling ration of 10 as well as of 20.

The first requirement which models had to satisfy was their stability, as instable models are
of non-interest in identification. This requirement left 19 models that could lead to a final
model. The main specifications concerning these models can be found in Appendix B. No
models estimated with an oversampling ratio of 10 can be found in Appendix B, because all
estimated models obtained are instable. Therefore the conclusion to reduce the sample
frequency is correct.

The identification of the disturbance model has been conduct with a estimation data set that
contained the whole preprocessed data sequences. These preprocessed data sequences
consisted of only 1346 samples, an oversampling ratio of 20 had been used. To enable the
estimation of correct models, the estimation data set was the same as the validation set for
models with 50, 100 and 150 Markov parameters.
The estimation set for models with 200 Markov parameters had to be reduced, due to
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memory limitations of the available VAX stations!. This estimation set consist of the first
1000 samples. At first impression the models estimated using 200 Markov parameters
performed rather good2

, however when examining figure 6.9 and 6.10 the behaviour of the
signals changes significantly at about 2000 seconds. The validation set, for 200 Markov
parameters, contained almost all the samples which show the change in behaviour, and
standard deviations increased rather then decrease when the models are validated.
The model is not capable describing the dynamics of the disturbances in the last part of the
data sequences, because the repetition frequency of the sand bridge collapse is decreasing in
that part with regard to the preceding part.

In documents supplied with the data sets the change in behaviour after sample 2()()()()3 (see
figures 6.9 and 6.10) has be accounted for as large unknown process disturbance. As the
disturbance was unknown is has been assumed to be caused by a collapsing sand bridge.
Therefore the models with less than 200 Markov parameters are used to perform the full
identification procedure. From Appendix B it is clear that the models estimated with 150
Markov parameters have produced the best disturbance models with the estimation set.

I Operating system of VAX stations would message MATLAB that the data structures needed for estimations
fail to fit in the working set.

2 The specification of VDnII in Appendix B is directly related to the quality of the model, see Chapter 4.

3 sampling time is 0.1 seconds
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Table 7..~ lhe specifications uf rile motkl· IJsed in lhejinaJ identijication procedure.
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The identification procedure led to an optimal coefficient C having a magnitude of3743. Thl S

value is illustrated in figure 7.10, as the minimum of the error function V defined in Chapter
5.
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The optimal coefficient C has been used to obtain the final diise pressure signal which
induced the final disturbance model. The specifications of the final disturbance model are:

v = 2.0513'103

Vmm = 0..7735

. . .':'. : .

V = ·2~067Qlm .

~~:~.~~~~
>·0187OQ>·

Table 7.3 The specifications of the final estimated disturbance model.

The meaning of the cost functions V and Vnmu and the standard deviations deve is explained
in Appendix B.

The impulse responses of the different estimated models are displayed in figure 7.11 to 7.16,
the validation of the final state space disturbance model is displayed in figure 7.17 to 7.21.
The last four plots show the measured and predicted output signals of the disturbance model,
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the true error and predicted error on these outputs signals respectively.
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Figure 7.11 The FIR and Hankel realisations obtained with the optimal coefficient C for the diameter.
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In thi8 report it becomes clear that since the first estimation of a disturbance model for the
glass tube manufacturing process, has changed significantly resulting in larger product
variations. Problems occurred with respect to the oversampling ratio and the estimation of
the time lags in the cross correlation functions. These problems eventually could be solved
by a detailed study of the influence of the oversampling ratio, the coefficient C and the time
lags on the estimated disturbance models. Compared to previous studies of thi problem, only
a minor reduction of 10% could be achieved for tube size I, while no disturbance model at
all could be estimated for the tube size 2.

More research is required to find out whether the current controller has to be improved or
the identification of the non-linear sub-model has to be adapted to achieve a better
disturbance model.

Due to modification in the manufacturing process the relevant dynamics have been changed
that should result in a redesign of the controller. This is unfortunately not the case for this
process and therefore the disturbances occur less dominant in the output signals.

An alternitive however for future research might be the adaptation of the non-linear sub
model. In this report it has been assumed that the size of the bridges can be determined
exactly from the melting vessel pressure signal. This might not be completely true resulting
in an incorrect input signal of the linear sub-model.
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Appendix A:
Specifications on the data sequence glass tubes

Appendix Al

Data set glass tube sixe 1:

67

nominal wall thickness
nominal diameter
nominal tube length
nominal drawing speed
nominal mandrill pressure
nominal mass flow
glass sort

sample time
oversampling ratio
total number of samples
number samples after sampling reduction

estimated delay time wall thickness
estimated delay time diameter

number samples for identification
number samples for validation

1 mm
13 mm

1220 mm
5.4 m/minute

84 mmH20
27 kg/hour

300

0.1 seconds
20

30000
2693

285 seconds
291 seconds

1346
1346
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Appendix A2

Data set glass tube size 2:

Disturbance modeling in a manufacturing process

nominal wall thickness
nominal diameter
nominal tube length
nominal drawing speed
nominal mandrill pressure
nominal mass flow
glass sort

sample time
oversampling ratio
total number of samples
number samples after sampling reduction

estimated delay time wall thickness
estimated delay time diameter

number samples for identification
number samples for validation

1
20

1410
3.2

84
27

300

0.1
20

30000

308
306

1346
1346

mm
mm
mm

m/minute
mmH20
kg/hour

seconds

seconds
seconds
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Appendix B:
Validation specifications estimated models

Explantion terminology employed in tables specifying the estimated models:

69

FIR nmark

Order

Cost function

deve

number of FIR parameters used to estimate a FIR model

order of the minimal polynomial used to estimate final a state
space model

function minimized to achieve models which the objective to
have the smallest difference between measured and simulated
output signals

FIRFIT

DIRECT

V(a,M) = trace{EET}
= trace{(Y - F(a,M)O.J(yT- O~F(~,M)T} A A

= trace{yyT - YO~F(a,M)T - F(a,M)OmyT + F(a,M)OmO~F(a,M)T}

Validation

m

E~T(i)~(i)

V i=1
= -----

The nomalized cost functions are the cost functions divived by the number of
inputs, outputs and the total number of samples used to calculate the function
value.

the standard deviations of the error signals of output signals I
and 2, respectively the mean diameter and the mean wall
thickness
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Appendix Bl

Disturbance modeling in a manufacturing process

Models estimated with an oversampling ratio of 20 and pressure signal COlin = 186.

FIR nmark Order Cost function Cost function Cost function
FIRFIT DIRECT Validation results

100 8 Vnrm = 3.379610-5 V = 2.4912·1Q3 V = 2.49761Q3
Vnnn = 0.9401 Vnnn = 0.9285

deve = 0.9659
= 0.9613

150 4 Vnrm = 8.1115'10-5 V = 2.3633-103 V = 2.3198·1Q3
Vnnn = 0.8730 Vnnn = 0.8624

deve = 0.9329
= 0.9244

6 Vnnn = 4.388610-5 V = 2.34661Q3 V = 2.3531-103

Vnnn = 0.8855 Vnnn = 0.8747
deve = 0.9370

= 0.9336

200 4 Vnnn = 6.3813'10-5 V = 833.2185 V = 1.8457·1Q3
Vnnn = 0.4251 Vnnn = 2.06750

deve = 1.6177
= 1.6532

6 Vnnn = 3.6665.10-5 V = 826.4734 V = 1.9372-103

Vnnn = 0.4217 Vnnn = 2.8075
deve = 1.6538

= 1.6970
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Appendix B2

Models estimated with an oversampling ratio of 20 and pressure signal Cmid = 3500.

71

FIR nmark Order Cost function Cost function Cost function
FIRFIT DIRECT Validation results

100 4 Vnrm = 4.569610-5 V = 2. 1145'1()3 V = 2.121H<Y
Vnrm = 0.7973 Vnrm = 0.7879

deve = 0.8908
0.8845

6 Vmm = 1.6317'10-5 V = 2.1159'103 V = 2.1225'103

Vmm = 0.7979 Vnrm = 0.7885
deve = 0.8856

0.8903

150 4 Vnrm = 6.7147'10-5 V = 2.1145·1<Y V = 2.121H<Y
Vnrm = 0.7973 Vnrm = 0.7879

deve = 0.8908
0.8845_.

6 Vrum = 2.928010-5 V = 2.050H03 V = 2.0567·1<Y
Vnrm = 0.7731 Vrum = 0.7640

deve = 0.8795
= 0.8686

9 Vnrm = 1.5584'10-5 V = 2.0624·1<Y V = 2.06901<Y
Vnrm = 0.7777 Vnrm = 0.76860

deve = 0.8746
= 0.8788

200 4 Vnrm = 1.698010-4 V = 2.1145'103 V = 2.1211-103

Vmm = 0.7973 Vnrm = 0.7879
deve = 0.8908

= 0.8845
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Appendix B3

Disturbance modeling in a manufacturing process

Models estimated with an oversampling ratio of 20 and pressure signal Cmax = 7000.

FIR nmark Order Cost function Cost function Cost function
FIRFIT DIRECT Validation results

100 4 Vnrm = 5.1884-10-5 V = 2.0887-1Q3 V = 2.095HQ3
Vnrm = 0.7876 Vnrm = 0.7783

deve = 0.8879
0.8764

7 Vnrm = 2.9848-10-5 V = 2.07321Q3 V = 2.0798·1Q3
Vnrm = 0.7815 Vnrm = 0.7726

deve = 0.8793
0.8786

150 5 Vnrm = 5.179010-5 V = 2.0802-1Q3 V = 2.08661Q3
Vnrm = 0.7844 Vnrm = 0.7751

deve = 0.8854
= 0.8754

6 Vnrm = 4.0692-10-5 V = 2.0889103 V = 2.0954-1Q3
Vnrm = 0.7877 Vnrm = 0.7784

deve = 0.8879
= 0.8766

200 4 Vnrm = 2.6677-10-5 V = 821.5096 V = 827.8005
Vnrm = 0.4191 Vnrm = 0.4139

deve = 0.6610
= 0.6252

9 Vnrm = 1.1854-10-5 V = 826.2803 V = 832.6308
Vann = 0.4216 Vnrm = 0.4163

deve = 0.6544
0.6359
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Appendix C:
A coml'-arison between the cross correlation functions obtained in this study
and thase obtained bv Luvckx [81.

e.- ..

The cross correlation functions obtained in this study with the optimal coefficienct C:
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The cross correlation functions obtained in the study of Luyckx [8] with the optimal
coefficienct C value 3000:
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Figure C.3 The cross correlation function be/ween lhe dase pressure signal for optimal coefficient C and lhe diameler signal.
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Figure C.4 The cross correlationfunction between lhe dase pressure signal for optimal coefficient C and lhe walllhickness signal.
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